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Q.1. G is 10 m to the east of C and P is 5m to the south of C. D is 7m to 

the north of G. P is 10 m to the west of Q. R is 8 m to the south of C.

G is in which direction with to r ?

1. North 

2. Northeast

3. South

4. Southeast

5. None of these 



Q.2. G is 10 m to the east of C and P is 5m to the south of C. D is 7m to 

the north of G. P is 10 m to the west of Q. R is 8 m to the south of C.

What is the distance between D and Q and D is in which direction 

with respect to Q ?
1. 12 m to the East 

2. 10 m to the North

3. 15 m to the North 

4. 12 m to the North 

5. None of these 



Q.3. Nisha starts walking from point G and walks 20 m towards south then 

takes a right turn and walks for 30 m. She takes a left turn and stops at 

point A after walking for 15 m. Point T is 10 m to the east of point A. Point 

k is 35 m to the north of point T. Point b is 5m to the west of point K. 

The Point A is in which direction with respect to G ?

1. North-West

2. North-East 

3. South-West

4. North-East

5. CND



Q.4. Nisha starts walking from point G and walks 20 m towards south then 

takes a right turn and walks for 30 m. She takes a left turn and stops at 

point A after walking for 15 m. Point T is 10 m to the east of point A. Point 

k is 35 m to the north of point T. Point b is 5m to the west of point K. 

In which direction is point B with respect to G

1. 25 m North-East

2. 25 m North-West

3. 25 m East

4. 25 m West

5. None of these 



Q.5. Rahul started walking from his house towards north and walks 20 m ,then 

he takes a right turn and walks 30 m om that path, then he again turns to 

his right and walks 45 m ,then turns left for walking 20 m and finally he 

turns to his left for walking 15 m only find the direction and distance of 

Rahul from his starting point 



Q.6. A person starts walking from his home in any direction and walks 20m 

then he turns to his left side and moves 15 m then he again turns to his 

right for walking 10 m and finally turns to his left for moving 5m . at that 

point he realizes that he was going towards south direction . in which 

direction should he started his journey ?
1. North

2. South 

3. East

4. West

5. None of these 



Q.7. A person starts walking from his house in any direction and walks 20 m 

and then turns his left and walks 5 m and then he turns his right and walks 

5m then again turns to his right and moves 5 m  final direction he was 

going was east.

In which direction should he started his journey ?
1. West 

2. East 

3. South

4. North

5. None of these 



Q.8. In morning Shobit covers 20 meters and turns to his right and covers 4 

meters then he turns in his left and covers 4 meters again. at this time his 

shadow in his left then in which direction he started his journey ? 

1. Norht-East

2. North

3. South

4. East

5. West 



Q.9. There are three persons A, B and C standing in a row at a gap of 4m from 

each other in the same order. There is A shop named E exactly in south of 

b at 9 m. A and C walks 8 m south while B walks 3m towards south. A and 

C turns 135 degree anticlockwise and clockwise respectively to meet B.

What is the direction of a from starting point to final point ?

1. North-East

2. North-West

3. South-West

4. South-East

5. None of these 



Q.10. There are three persons A, B and C standing in a row at a gap of 4m from 

each other in the same order. There is A shop named E exactly in south of 

b at 9 m. A and C walks 8 m south while B walks 3m towards south. A and 

C turns 135 degree anticlockwise and clockwise respectively to meet B.

What is the angle between A”s final point and B”s initial point ?

1. 45 degree

2. 90 degree

3. 135 degree

4. 180 degree

5. None of these 



Q.11. There are three persons A, B and C standing in a row at a gap of 4m from 

each other in the same order. There is A shop named E exactly in south of 

b at 9 m. A and C walks 8 m south while B walks 3m towards south. A and 

C turns 135 degree anticlockwise and clockwise respectively to meet B.

What is the distance between A” s final point and E ?

1. 5m

2. 8m

3. 6m

4. 9m

5. None of these 



HOME WORK



Q.1. If a person moves 5km north and reach the point p moves 7km right and 

reach the point Q. Then take three right turns and moves 8km, 2km ,and 

10 km respectively after that he take two left turns and moves 9km and 

4km respectively .

Starting point in which direction from end point ?

1. North 

2. North-West

3. North-East

4. South-East

5. None of these



Q.2. If a person moves 5km north and reach the point p moves 7km right and 

reach the point Q. Then take three right turns and moves 8km, 2km ,and 

10 km respectively after that he take two left turns and moves 9km and 

4km respectively .

Find the distance between starting and end point ?

1. 12km

2. 15km

3. 18km

4. CND

5. None of these




